Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In almost all software development today, using open source and third-party components is crucial for its success. It is beneficial to the quality, security, functionality, and development efficiency. However, at the same time, it increases the exposure to vulnerabilities in code developed by third parties. To maintain control over the security of the developed software, the maintainers need to continuously monitor if vulnerabilities have been introduced or found in these third-party dependencies. This is commonly done with Dependency Vulnerability Management (DVM) tools that automate the process of Software Composition Analysis (SCA), and matches used software components with known vulnerabilities.

The main source of vulnerabilities is the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) \[[@CR15]\]. These vulnerabilities have a unique Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) identifier. The list of such identifiers is maintained by Mitre and includes a short summary of the vulnerability. In the last few years, around 30--50 new vulnerabilities have been given a CVE identifier and been recorded in NVD each day. Combining this with the fact that software projects can have thousands of dependencies, including transitive dependencies, it is clear that the process of identifying new vulnerabilities must be automated.

NIST security professionals take the CVEs as they are published by Mitre and link one or more Common Platform Enumerations (CPE) \[[@CR14]\] to each CVE. These CPEs are used to specify which software and versions are vulnerable. NIST also adds other pieces of information, such as a CVSS score, and thus maintains a rich database of information about published vulnerabilities.

While the summary, as recorded in the original identifier provided by Mitre, often includes information regarding which product and versions are affected, the list of CPEs formalizes this information and provides it in a standardized, and machine-readable, format. Thus, the CPE is a crucial addition to the CVE information when vulnerability identification and assessment are being automated.

Unfortunately, far from all CVEs maintained in the NVD database are correctly linked to CPEs. Moreover, as reported in \[[@CR4]\], there is a notable time-lag from the first CVE disclosure to the addition of CPEs to the vulnerability. In 2018, the median time to correctly assign the CPE metadata was 35 days. The manual effort performed in the analysis of CVEs is not limited to only assigning CPEs in this 35 day period, but we are only interested in the CPEs in our current experiments. As soon as the CVE is known (or even before), exploits are developed and attacks can be found in the wild. Thus, such a time-lag can leave a software system vulnerable to attacks since automated tools are not able to correctly inform developers and users of these vulnerabilities.

In this paper, we use Natural Language Processing (NLP), or more specifically, Named Entity Recognition (NER), to automatically build a CPE, or list of CPEs, from the summary text. We build a model inspired by \[[@CR12]\]. As input to the model, we use word and character level embeddings, casing-features, and a security lexicon of common CPEs. The model itself consists of a Bidirectional Long-Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) network together with a Conditional Random Field (CRF) to determine the labels. Using such NLP algorithms, we achieve unprecedented performance, with an F-measure of 0.8604, recall of 0.8637, and precision of 0.8571.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we give a brief background on the vulnerability data of interest and Natural Language Processing. In Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} we present the dataset that we use and its corresponding labels. In Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} we frame the problem and determine how we evaluate our results. Section [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} presents our model, the features, and some theory for the model. Then, we present and discuss our results in Sect. [6](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}. Related work is described in Sect. [7](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"} and the paper is concluded in Sect. [8](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

Vulnerability Data {#Sec3}
------------------

A new vulnerability is often reported as a CVE. The list of CVEs is maintained by Mitre and each entry contains a unique CVE number, a short summary, and at least one external reference \[[@CR20]\]. The CVE summary typically includes the affected product and versions. An example of the ShellShock CVE-2014-6271 is given below.

This information is then used by NVD, adding, among other things, a CVSS score, and a list of CPEs. The CVSS score provided by NIST is environment independent, but useful when assessing the severity of the vulnerability. The CPE provides a standardized string for defining which product and versions are affected by the vulnerability.

The current version of CPE is 2.3. The format is specified in \[[@CR14]\], and is given by the string$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \begin{array}{l} \texttt {cpe:2.3:part:vendor:product:version:update:edition:}\\ \texttt {language:sw\_edition:target\_sw:target\_hw:other} \end{array} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The first part defines that it is a CPE and its version. Then, *part* can be one of h for hardware, a for application and o for operating system. The following fields are used to uniquely specify the component by defining *vendor*, the name of the *product*, the product *version* etc. It is common to use the fields up to and including version, even though, as can be seen, further details about the component can be defined. An example, as can be found in CVE-2014-6271, is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \texttt {cpe:2.3:a:gnu:bash:4.3:*:*:*:*:*:*:*} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$NVD also provides a JSON feed with CVE data for each vulnerability. This feed supports additional fields for defining ranges of versions that are vulnerable. This feed provides a more efficient representation if there are many versions affected. This feed is further detailed in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

NVD consists of around 130 000 vulnerabilities (early 2020). The summary is given immediately when the CVE is published since it is required by Mitre, while the CPE is later added by NVD. The discrepancy differs between different CVEs, but an analysis in \[[@CR4]\] reported that, in 2018, the median to correctly assign CPE data was 35 days.

Natural Language Processing and Named Entity Recognition {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the task to make computers understand linguistics, usually with the support of machine learning. Within NLP, tasks such as machine translation, document classification, question answering systems, automatic summary generation, and speech recognition are common \[[@CR10]\]. One of the main advantages of using machine learning for NLP is that the algorithms may gain a contextual semantic understanding of text where classifications are not dependent on a single word, but rather a complex sequence of words that can completely alter the meaning of the document. This may be beneficial to our system, as new CPEs that have not been seen before in the NVD database may be correctly classified from the CVE-summary through a contextual understanding of the document.

Named Entity Recognition (NER), or sequence labeling, is the NLP task of classifying each word in a sequence. One of the most common benchmarks in NER is the CoNLL-2003 dataset \[[@CR21]\], where the task is to label words with ether person-, organization-, or location-names. NER is an important task within NLP, as a system needs to understand what category a word or sub-sequence belongs to truly understand the contextual meaning of the document.

Data and Labels {#Sec5}
===============

To successfully create machine learning models, it is necessary to collect data to train it. The goal for the model is to learn the general underlying structure of the problem through training on that data, which acts as a representation of that problem. This data is referred to as the *dataset*. Our dataset consists of historical vulnerabilities with already determined CPEs. These can be retrieved using the NVD data feed. Each entry in the dataset have the following features:**cveId:** The unique identifier and name for each CVE.**updatedAt:** The date and time of the last update from NVD for this particular CVE.**summary:** A text description of the CVE, often naming the vulnerable software, including product, vendor, and version.**cweName:** The Common Weakness Enumerator.**cpes:** A list of CPEs linked to this particular CVE. Each CPE contains:*vendor:* The vendor of the product or software.*product:* Name of the software.*version:* An exact statement of a single vulnerable version.*versionStartExcluding:* All versions are vulnerable after (excluding) this version.*versionStartIncluding:* All versions are vulnerable after (including) this version.*versionEndExcluding:* All versions are vulnerable before (excluding) this version.*versionEndIncluding:* All versions are vulnerable before (including) this version.

Our analysis concludes that 81.9% of all CPEs from CVEs in NVD only specifies one of the following fields: *version*, *versionStartExcluding*, *versionStartIncluding*, *versionEndExcluding*, and *versionEndIncluding*. About 14.5% have no version range specified, and 3.6% have exactly two version ranges specified. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how a CVE-CPE link can be structured.Fig. 1.Overview of the relationship between a CVE and multiple CPEs.

As seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, some of the product and vendor strings can be found in the summary. The version can also be found in the summary but is dependent on the context of the summary to determine if other versions are vulnerable (in this case all versions before version 1.16.3). In this paper, only the summary is regarded as input features, the CPE-list as the labels, and all other data is disregarded in the model. Naturally, all CPEs may not be possible to link to the summary through text models as there is no occurrence of the product or vendor in the paragraph. This is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, as Oracle Solaris is not mentioned in the paragraph, but is considered vulnerable from the context that X.Org xorg-server is vulnerable. In our analysis, we find that about 59% of CPEs can be mapped with regex methods to its CVE summary, and for 27% of the CVEs, all corresponding CPEs can be mapped to its summary. To map a CPE to a CVE-summary, each single word/version-string in the CPE must be matched to a word in the summary disregarding casing and special characters. Multi-word labels must be matched in the correct order, and up to 5 intermediate words are disregarded.

A sequence word labeling model requires a label for each word in the sentence. There are eight labels to consider in the CPEs provided by NVD: *vendor, product, version, versionStartExcluding, versionStartIncluding, versionEndExcluding, verisonEndIncluding,* and *O* (which denotes the none-label). Some vendors or products consist of multiple words, which need to be accurately predicted by the model. To denote this, labels are split into B- and I-labels where B denotes a start of a label, and I denote the word following the previous B or I labeled words. A part of an example sentence, taken from the CVE summary in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, can be seen in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.Example of labeled sentence.Text:extensioninX.OrgServerbefore1.16.3allowsremoteauthenticatedLabel:OOB-productI-productOB-versionEndExcludingOOO

Problem Statement and Evaluation {#Sec6}
================================

The high-level problem we try to solve is one of determining what software and what versions are described in a document. This could be limited to mapping each document to already existing CPEs in the available CPE-list \[[@CR16]\]. We choose not to do this because the available CPE-list is deficient as it is lacking entries for many products. Analyzing all available CPEs mentioned in CVEs, about 60% of those are only mentioned once. Thus, the probability of a new CVE describing a new, none existent, CPE is high. Therefore, we decide to allow our system to create new CPEs, in terms of finding software that has not been mentioned in any existing CPE list yet. A completely successful NER-predicted CVE-summary from our test-data will let us reconstruct all corresponding CPEs correctly, while the model may create new CPEs on new CVE-summaries.

To determine success, we measure our system as conventional NER-model. Over each predicted sequence we calculated the *precision*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F1 = 2 \cdot \frac{precision \cdot recall}{ precision + recall}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and remove every correctly predicted O-label from the measurements as it greatly inflates the result. We also measure the overall *accuracy* of the model as the number of completely correctly NER-predicted CVE-summaries divided by the total number of summaries in that particular dataset. A hold-out strategy is implemented to measure these metrics, with a training set to train the model on, a validation set to optimize the model during development, and a testing set to test the final result.

The final model is intended to be used in DVM-tools to provide an estimation of CPEs that are associated with a CVE. This estimated association is provided with no or very little time-lag, which may prevent "one day"-vulnerabilities. The time-lag was further discussed in Sect. [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}. Furthermore, additional CPEs could be provided to older CVEs that have been incorrectly labeled with the wrong CPEs or are missing some CPE associations.

Modeling {#Sec7}
========

In this section, the feature engineering and machine learning model is described. The model is inspired by the work of \[[@CR2]\] and \[[@CR12]\] in the context of generic NER, where the contribution was to feed the text-data into multiple input sequences to capture different levels of semantics in the text. In brief, words are converted to vector representations \[[@CR13]\] to embed contextual semantic meaning in its vector values. Additional word level and character level features are engineered to capture variations, such as word level numerical saturation, casing, and commonly used CPE-products and -vendors. These features are fed into a recurrent Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory (BLSTM) network to perform sequence labeling. Dropout \[[@CR19]\] is used to regularize the model after concatenated embeddings, after the recurrent layer, and within the case-feature layer. This model was chosen as it presented a superior performance on the specific task of CPE-labeling compared to other common architectures, such as BERT \[[@CR3]\]. The model is also suitable, as domain knowledge can easily be embedded through feature engineering. An overview of the architecture is presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2.Overview of the model architecture and data pipeline.

Feature Engineering {#Sec8}
-------------------

This subsection will discuss the four parallel input layers used in the feature engineering part of our model as seen in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. These are word level embeddings, character level embeddings, word level case-features, and a word level lexicon of known statements. The word and character level embeddings are regarded as part of the *base model*, and case and lexicon features are regarded as optional/experimental features to the model. The output features are concatenated into an information rich sequential matrix that is fed into a neural network described in Sect. [5.2](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}.

**Word Level Embeddings.** Each word is transformed into a 50, 100, 200, or 300 dimensional numerical vector to represent the semantics of that word with Glove embeddings \[[@CR18]\]. These embeddings are pre-trained on a large set of Wikipedia articles and consists of a vocabulary of 400 000 words. This language model serves as a good starting point for our experiments, as they are well documented and tested, which enables us to look into other variables in the modeling. These embeddings are not tuned during training and missing words from the vocabulary are assigned a default randomly generated vector.

**Character Level Features.** To extract character level features for each word, we employ a three-stage process of embedding on character level, applying a one-dimensional convolution (CNN-layer), and extracting the final word-features with a max-pooling layer. The embeddings are randomly initialized and tuned during training. Dropout is applied to prevent the model from overfitting. The employed CNN-layer has a filter-size of 30 and a kernel-size of 3. A max-operation is done over each filter, so each word outputs a character-feature vector of shape (1, 30), and for the whole word-sequence a shape of (word-sequence-length, 30). Character level features enable the model to learn new words through decoding of character-sequences, and can thereby give similar output-values to insignificant variations of very similar character sequences. As our text-domain (security) is quite different from the pre-trained word level embeddings (Wikipedia), the character level embeddings enable our model to learn security-related semantics.

**Word Level Case Features.** In the task to find versions, products, and vendors, casing and other word-properties may be important to determine the label of that particular word. For instance, it is common that products' and vendors' names are capitalized. The version label contains a high concentration of character level digits, but may also contain mid-word punctuation and special characters. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the different case-features, which are fed into random-uniformly initialized trainable embeddings with the same dimension as the number of cases.Table 2.Number of entries in security lexiconCasePropertyNumericInteger fraction = 1.0Mostly numericInteger fraction \> 0.5Contains numericInteger fraction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Security Lexicon.** To embed domain knowledge into the system, a security-lexicon is built. The labels *product* and *vendor* are included in the lexicon features. The lexicon is constructed from the complete set of CVEs from the NVD database consisting of about 130 000 vulnerabilities describing about 50 000 different products, excluding all CVEs in the validation and test dataset. Each entry into the lexicon can describe one of three entities, *product*, *vendor*, and *product and vendor*. Some product/vendor names exist both as products and vendors, which explains this separate feature. The total number of entries in the lexicon can be seen in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3.Number of entries in security lexiconFeatureNumber of entriesProduct8513Vendor3097Product and vendor1005

When constructing the security lexicon, only common CPE-products and -vendors are added to the lexicon. The cutoff was set to the top 80% of the most common products and vendors to avoid CPEs with very few mentions. As seen in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the accumulated product mentions are heavily skewed towards products with very few mentions. This distribution may discourage the use of a lexicon-feature and increase the importance of case-features and contextual understanding of the model, as the probability of new CVE-summaries containing already existing CPEs has historically been low.Fig. 3.Accumulated mentions of product over the number of mentions of a product. The X-axis denotes the number of mentions of individual CPE-product and the Y-axis denotes the number of accumulated mentions of products with X-mentions. The mean of the distribution is 4.69 mentions per product and the median is 1 mention per product. Fig. 4.Long Short Term Memory cell. The input gate, output gate, forget gate, and cell state are marked in dotted lines.

Neural Network {#Sec9}
--------------

The input layer of the model consists of some or all features described in Sect. [5.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}. The outputs of these features are all considered as embeddings that can be concatenated into a high-dimensional feature-map considering multiple characteristics of the input sequence. These concatenated embeddings are then fed into a neural network for sequence classification. The network architecture is inspired by \[[@CR12]\], where the embeddings are fed into a Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory (BLSTM) layer and labels are decoded in a Conditional Random Field (CRF).

**BLSTM-Layer.** The LSTM \[[@CR7]\] neural network unit is a type of recurrent layer that has theoretically strong capabilities to capture long-distance dependencies in sequential data. In text-data, recurrent models are capable of capturing contextual semantics in the data, and correctly model the sequential variations and dependencies of that text data. Conventional recurrent units suffer from problems such as the vanishing and exploding gradient \[[@CR1], [@CR17]\] which disables these networks to be effective on some tasks. The LSTM unit handles these complications by an internal architecture consisting of an *input gate*, *output gate*, *forget gate*, and a *cell state*. An overview of the LSTM cell can be seen in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.
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                \begin{document}$$b_i$$\end{document}$ are trainable weights as well. Similarly to Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), the sigmoid in Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) normalizes the input values and previous hidden state between 0 and 1, which corresponds to their relative importance in this particular time step *t*. This layer is responsible to decide what new data should be added to the cell state. To calculate the cell state, the input and previous hidden state is passed through the following equation$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$weight\_shape$$\end{document}$ is a user set parameter that decides the number of weights used in the four nested neural networks.

To make this LSTM layer bidirectional \[[@CR6]\], one simply use two separate, but identical, LSTM layers that pass over the input sequence in one direction each. The output is then concatenated. The output is regularized with dropout \[[@CR19]\].
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                \begin{document}$$t+1, t+2, \ldots $$\end{document}$, which may be contextually valuable. For instance, when classifying a version, a part of the sequence may be "\[..\] vulnerable version 1.3.4 and earlier". A BLSTM can capture the semantic meaning of "and earlier", and correctly classifies this as *versionEndIncluding*.

**CRF-Layer.** As shown in the architectural overview in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the output from the BLSTM is fed to a Conditional Random Field (CRF) \[[@CR8]\] layer. The benefits of a CRF layer is statistically correlated label determination when assigning a class to a word in a sequence. For instance, the probability of a word being labeled with *I-product* increases if the previous word has been labeled with *B-product*. With CRF, labels are assigned jointly to reflect a final prediction for all entities in the sequence that make sense together. This is done through conditional probabilities and global normalization of a random field model.
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                \begin{document}$$p(y_i|h_i,y_v, v\sim i)$$\end{document}$ over all possible label sequences.

To determine the probability, a layer of weights $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \gamma _i (y^{'}, y, \mathbf{h} _i) = exp({\mathbf{W}^{T}_{y^{'}, y}} {\mathbf{h}_i + \mathbf{b}_{y^{'}, y}}). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The weights are trained through gradient descent and the Adam optimizer \[[@CR11]\], as the rest of the model. The output of the CRF-layer is decoded from the highest conditional probability over the full sequence and serves as the output of the model.

Results and Discussion {#Sec10}
======================

Training {#Sec11}
--------

To train the model a dataset of 15190 CVEs from NVD was used, with an evaluation set of 3798 entries and a test set of 4748 entries. The test and evaluation split was done randomly. Experiments were conducted on whether to do a time-split instead of the dataset to prevent look-ahead bias but resulted in an insignificant performance change. The model was optimized with Bayesian hyperparameter optimization \[[@CR9]\] over the following hyperparameters:The *learning rate* is a parameter that scales how much each weight should be updated in each gradient descent step \[[@CR11]\].The *number of cells in the LSTM-layers* determines the size of the weight matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W_{c}$$\end{document}$, and their corresponding biases.Whether the *casing features* should be used.Whether the *lexicon features* should be used.The dimension of *word level embeddings* of pre-trained vectors.The dimension of *character level embeddings* of randomly initialized vectors.The *Dropout*-rate before and after the BLSTM-layer, and inside the char-features.The *Recurrent dropout*-rate in the LSTM-cells which determines the dropout rate of previous hidden state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_{t-1}$$\end{document}$.

The training was performed on NVIDIA TESLA K80 GPU and it took about 4--6 h to train the model once. In total, it took about 30 h to do the full training sweep on 16 K80s for 80 training iterations with different hyperparameter settings. This amounts to about 20 GPU-days. The parameter search space can be seen in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The Adam optimizer \[[@CR11]\] was used to update the trainable parameters in the model and early stopping to reduce the risk of overfitting.Table 4.Hyperparameters search space and parameters used for best result.HyperparameterOptimal valueSearch spaceLearning rate0.001130.0001 to 0.01LSTM cells305100 to 400Use casingTrueTrue or FalseUse lexiconFalseTrue or FalseWord embedding dimension10050, 100, 200, or 300Character embedding dimension11910 to 120Dropout0.21060.2 to 0.8Recurrent dropout0.24860.2 to 0.8

Main Results {#Sec12}
------------

In Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} the results are presented for the different model configurations. It is clear that the security lexicon did not provide any significant signal to improve the model. The word level casing feature proved beneficial to the performance with a significant improvement over the base model. The best performance on the test set was attained without the lexicon features and with casing features with an F-measure of 0.8604, a precision of 0.8571, and a recall of 0.8637. It is also clear that the same model had the best performance on the validation set, but we can see some indications of overfitting to the training-set as the F-measure, recall, and precision are much higher. This may indicate that additional performance could be gained with more aggressive regularization techniques. The fully combined model had much worse performance on the training set and similar performance on the test and validation set. This may indicate that further training and hyperparameter optimization could increase the performance of this model and enable it to surpass the other options.Table 5.Results of the four training casesModelTest setValidation setTraining setF1PrecisionRecallF1PrecisionRecallF1PrecisionRecallBase model0.84990.84370.85620.84350.83790.84910.94980.94040.9595+ lexicon0.8554**0.8604**0.85050.84930.85700.84180.99860.99830.9989+ case**0.8604**0.85710.86370.85330.85360.85300.99630.99520.9973+ lexicon + case0.85740.8505**0.8645**0.85270.84820.85720.94220.93360.9510

An example of the output can be seen in CVE-2018-11761, where *"In Apache Tika 0.1 to 1.18, the XML parsers were not configured to limit entity expansion. They were therefore vulnerable to an entity expansion vulnerability which can lead to a denial of service attack."* is correctly parsed to ***vendor****: apache,* ***product****: tika,* ***versionStartIncluding****: 0.1,* ***versionEndIncluding****: 1.18* by the model. This example was in the test set, and is therefore never seen by the algorithm during training.

Performance over CPE-product, -vendor, and -version {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------

At a more granular level shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, we can observe the performance of each label on the test set, as well as the number of instances of each label in the test set *Label* *Count* and the number of predicted instances *Prediction* *Count*. We can see that some classes perform better than others. The F-measure is high for B-vendor, B-product, and B-version, as well as I-product. It is clear that there is a correlation between Label Count and all performance scores, which makes sense for this type of model as neural networks tend to be very data-hungry. In Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} labels with more examples in the dataset clearly have higher performance than less common labels. There seems to be a cutoff at approximately 300 examples to have an F-measure above 0.8. We can also observe that the performance for multi-word labels are worse, as the scores for I-labels are lower. To further increase the performance on I-labeled entries, it may be beneficial to create n-grams features in the lexicon or collect additional data for those particular cases. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the results from Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. The model achieves a similar distribution over each label, which is visualized in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Table 6.Granular test results from model with case features and without lexicon. Scores are over each possible label for the model. Label Count describes how many instances of that particular label is present in the test set, and Prediction Count describes how many predictions the model produces for a particular label.LabelF1RecallPrecisionPrediction countLabel countB-versionEndIncluding0.78170.78170.7817875875B-version0.85730.86180.852726552627B-versionStartIncluding0.74150.72380.76100105B-product0.87110.87740.864948404771O0.99350.99310.9938184649184768B-versionEndExcluding0.79870.79220.8053303308B-vendor0.91260.89510.930827152823I-version0.43960.35090.58823457B-versionStartExcluding00021I-product0.85490.88120.830237873568I-vendor0.57140.50.6667111148I-versionEndExcluding00001I-versionEndIncluding0.25810.160.6667625I-versionStartExcluding00000I-versionStartIncluding00000

Fig. 5.Precision, F-measure, and Recall over each possible class for the model with case-features and without lexicon-features. Fig. 6.Scatter plot over Label Count and F1-score for each class (excluding 'O'). This plot indicates that there seems to be a minimum amount of examples in each class to achieve an F1-score above .8 at approximately 300. Fig. 7.Label and Prediction count for each class in the test dataset. Note that the 'O'-label is removed for this visualization.

Feature Analysis {#Sec14}
----------------

The lexicon features did not provide any significant performance gains together with or compared to the case-features. It is possible that the case features better captured characteristics of the vendor and product labels since those are commonly capitalized in some manner, rather than over-relying on a fairly static memory of common labels. This result is in line with the distribution of products shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, as 60% of all products NVD are mentioned only once. Other papers, such as \[[@CR4]\] and \[[@CR5]\] use keyword-based systems or features targeting narrow properties of the vendor- and product label. These systems are not taking the context of the sequence into consideration when performing classification, which we believe is the main reason why we achieve significantly better results. With a contextually aware classification, our system is able to find new CPEs that have never been seen before by NVD in any CVEs. This is highly desirable in a system to automatically extract CPEs from CVEs due to the distribution in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

Increasing Performance on Rare Labels {#Sec15}
-------------------------------------

Our dataset consists of about roughly 20% of all available CVEs NVD, which may limit our results. This particular subset was chosen as over 90% of all CPE-version, -product, and -vendor strings for all CPEs paired with a CVE could be found in the summary through regular expression. Stronger regular expressions could increase the number of training examples, and further increase the performance of the system. To increase the performance in the more challenging task of classifying multi-word labels, an overweight to these cases could be provided to the training data, or the model could be pre-trained on a larger high-quality data set such as CoNLL 2003 \[[@CR21]\].

Error Analysis {#Sec16}
--------------

The overall accuracy of the system of correctly labeling every CPE in each CVE is 0.6744, measured as the full CVE-summary being correctly NER-annotated by the system. If the system only regards pursuing vendor and product classification, the accuracy would increase to 0.7772, which is more comparable to earlier research as they do not always search for version ranges in the summary. The distribution of the number of errors in all sequences that were incorrect is visualized in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, where the accumulated error for sequences with up to 3 errors stands for about 80% of the miss-classified summaries. Looking further into what types of errors the model makes, Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} visualizes in total about 90% of all miss-classifications. In the top four spots, regarding about 40% of the error are bad predictions on the product label, with the I-label scoring higher than the B-label. This strengthens the hypothesis that the system needs improvement to better find multi-word labels. The top two mistakes contribute to a lower precision, as it incorrectly finds a CPE-product where there is none, and error three and four contributes to a lower recall as products are miss-classified as a O-words.

Related Research {#Sec17}
================

Other research has tried more extensive engineering of text-features to extract CPEs from the CVE-summary published by NVD. In \[[@CR5]\] the authors mine the target product, vendor, and version from the summary by tokenization of each word much like our case-feature and lexicon-feature to discover punctuation, capitalization, and commonly used vendors/products. They also generate snippets (sequence of tokens) to cover multi-word labels through engineered rules based on the feature vector. Multiple token-sequences can then be grouped into a CPE (vendor-product-version link) based on rules, such as that all version tokens that are within 6 tokens of a product token are assigned to that product token. The context of each version is analyzed to determine the version type (before/after, including/excluding). The authors achieve an F-measure of 0.70 (precision: 0.71, recall: 0.69), which we significantly outperforms as we attain an F-measure of 0.86 (precision: 0.857, recall: 0.864).Fig. 8.Distribution of number of miss-classifications in a sequence over all miss-classifications. Fig. 9.Common miss-classifications made by the system. This explains about 90% of the error.

A similar system of finding CPEs to "one day"-vulnerabilities was proposed in \[[@CR4]\], where the authors use a key-word based technique with TF-IDF to find the probability of each word being assigned to a certain sub-class within a CPE. The output of the model is an ordered list of words with a high probability of being a relevant word in a CPE. The authors results may not be comparable to our research, as their system is not intended for automated use and needs explainability. Although, to make a fair comparison we compare their results of the precision of the top predicted word in each ordered list, which is just below 0.6. Our system achieves a higher precision of 0.857. Still, their research indicates that a TF-IDF implementation of a lexicon feature could provide additional performance to our system in terms of finding already mentioned products and vendors.

The model is largely based upon \[[@CR12]\], which combined engineered features, a BLSTM-network and a CRF-layer to perform NER on the CoNLL 2003 \[[@CR21]\] dataset. They achieve an F-measure score as high as 0.9121, which to our knowledge held the state-of-the-art during some time in 2016. Results from different datasets are not comparable, as the quality and the general challenge of each dataset may be different. Other, more recent, implementations of state-of-the-art NLP-models were implemented in our research such as BERT \[[@CR3]\], but with a significant decrease in performance compared to our model.

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

Our research concludes that it is possible to automate CPE-labeling of CVEs with machine learning with high precision and recall, in regards to the CPEs that are actually mentioned in the CVE-summary. Our model is able to find CPE-products, -vendors, and -versions with an F-measure 0.8604 (precision: 0.8571, recall: 0.8637) through NER-tagging, and completely reconstruct all corresponding CPEs in 67.44% of CVE-summaries. This system enables DVM-tools to automatically and without time-lag get an estimate of some CPEs a particular CVE describes and thereby reduce the risk of becoming a victim of a "one day"-vulnerability. Additionally, CPEs may also be found in incorrectly labeled CVEs or from vulnerabilities from other sources, such as forums, email-threads, or RSS-feeds. To our knowledge, our results establish a new state-of-the-art in extracting CPEs from CVE-summaries.

The system could be further developed by embedding knowledge of the available universe of CPEs into the results of the prediction so that each estimated CPE could be pared to one or multiple existing CPEs. A TF-IDF or n-grams implementation of the security lexicon feature, as in \[[@CR4]\], could also improve the performance of the system, possibly also taking advantage of a security-lexicon, which in our case brings no noteworthy additional performance.
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